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NOW MORE THAN EVER
YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS.
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From software to equipment, MiTek is dedicated to helping our
customers succeed. Here’s what a few of them have to say about
how working with MiTek has helped their businesses:

SAPPHIRE™ STRUCTURE
(TRUSSFRAMER)

PLANX™ RETROFIT
“The PLANX system has

“We have been using

made a ‘helluva’ difference.

TrussFramer (SAPPHIRE

Difﬁcult set-ups used to

Structure) since December

take 15-20 minutes to

of 2008. The programs

complete. With PLANX

talk to each other which

and the Virtek laser system

saves time and reduces

we just hit a button and throw the lumber on to the table.

human error. The 3-D

With this type of quick set-up the lumber and plates need

view is another feature

to arrive at the tables in an organized manner.

that I really like. This is a very powerful and easy to
learn program.”

If they had the PLANX system back when I was
on the tables it would have made my life a lot easier.”

Chris Riffe — Component Designer
Chesapeake Structural Systems, Charles City, VA

Gary Brooks — Line Supervisor
ComTech, Fayetteville, SC

STABILIZER ®
“I have been using
Stabilizers for the past 5

MACHINERY ASSURANCE
PROGRAM™

years and they are 99.9%

With the new Machinery

safer than anything I have

Assurance Program™

used before. Not only are

(MAP) from MiTek, you

they safer but they are

can mitigate the risks of
used equipment and still

quicker. Stabilizers save

take advantage of the

me time and money. I can set twice as many trusses
with Stabilizers as I can with wood blocks.”
Jimmie Williams — Owner
Jimmie Williams Construction, Dothan, Alabama

low investment cost. From phone support to on-site
evaluation and installation, you can get the very best
support to get your equipment purchase up, running
and productive.

“The software has improved our accuracy

www.mii.com/mitekassurance

and has decreased the amount of bracing
that we use in each house. The hardware
details are also in each layout. This makes
working with building ofﬁcials easier. ”
For more success stories visit: www.mii.com/yoursuccess
Questions? Contact us today: 800.325.8075 • www.mii.com

Karen Rankin — Deltec Homes
Ashville, SC
©2010 MiTek. All rights reserved.
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Editor’s Message

You’ll Never Know If You Don’t Ask

A trip to Washington reminds
that it never hurts to ask.

A

by Steven Spradlin

bout a month ago, I joined my colleagues in Washington for the tenth
annual SBCA Legislative Conference. I’ve gone several times before, so I
thought I knew what to expect. But this year I didn’t have the same old, same old
experience.
I met with longtime Senator Blanche Lincoln (in office since 1998) and Representative
John Boozman, in his fifth term representing Arkansas’s 3rd District (since 2001).
Boozman is challenging Lincoln for her seat in the upcoming November mid-term
elections, which made my visits with them all the more interesting. Few people
ever get the opportunity to meet back-to-back and one-on-one with opponents in
a U.S. Senate race.
Now Boozman is a Republican and Lincoln is a Democrat, so I expected their positions on most issues to be polar opposite. For example, it was no surprise that
Senator Lincoln touted the recently passed health care reform bill as a great thing
for small businesses like mine, while one of Boozman’s aides used the health care
bill as an example of why the Democrats are so out of touch with small business
owners. However, both of them agreed that more needs to be done to help the
housing industry, particularly stemming foreclosures and freeing up credit for builders. They both agreed that our nation’s immigration system is broken (they also
agreed that it would not get addressed until after the election), but I don’t think
they see eye-to-eye on how it should be fixed.
As a side note, I brought my family along to see the sights of DC. I’d heard of the
amazing U.S. Marine Sunset Parade going on at the same time, but there was no
way to get tickets. So I called another lawmaker’s office, Rep. Mark Pryor, to see
if there was any way they could help us find tickets. What do you know, one of
his assistants came through! Helps to know the right people at the right time, I
guess.

at a glance
❑ I had the opportunity to meet with two
lawmakers vying for the same Senate
seat during the 2010 SBCA Legislative
Conference.
❑ T hough they come from different sides of
the aisle, they agree that more legislation
is needed to curb foreclosures and free up
credit for builders.
❑R
 ep. Pryor’s office helped get tickets for a
neat U.S. Marine Corps parade while we
were in town. It never hurts to ask!

There was one issue I regret I didn’t have much time to talk about with either of my
lawmakers: forest certification. In April, Sen. Lincoln and a couple other Congressmen
from my state wrote letters to the head of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC),
urging them to re-evaluate the certified wood requirements in the LEED rating systems. Even though I didn’t get into depth during my meetings, someone else picked
up my slack. A fellow SBCA Board member who works at Universal Forest Products
did. David Horne met with his Senator Kay Hagan (D-NC) and an aide for Senator
Richard Burr (R-NC) earlier in the week and brought this heated issue to them. “The
issue sold itself. Both were genuinely concerned. Both my Democratic Senator and
my Republican Congressman will be contacting Lincoln’s office to assist with the
issue. It truly is a non-partisan issue,” Horne commented.
My point? It never hurts to ask. Whether you’re asking for tickets to an event or for
help on an issue that’s genuinely affecting your business. SBC
SBC Magazine encourages the participation of its readers in developing content for future issues.
Do you have an article idea for a future issue or a topic that you would like to see covered? Email
your thoughts and ideas to editor@sbcmag.info.

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/eide.htm
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Technical Q & A

Information on Multi-Ply Girder Attachments

SBCA and TPI resources for
attaching multiple-ply girders

by Ryan J. Dexter, P. E.

T

member shall be designed for withdrawal loads equal to two percent of the axial compression force in each ply so connected, for
each unbraced length of the member, or these connections shall
comply with the provisions of the ANSI/AF&PA NDS for use of Kf
when used per Section 7.3.2. For the purposes of this section, for
members braced by sheathing, the unbraced length over which
the fasteners carrying this withdrawal load are distributed shall be
permitted to be 10 times the cross-section dimension parallel to
the dimension in which the sheathing prevents buckling.

he Building Component Safety Information (BCSI) booklet1 defines a girder
truss as a truss designed to carry heavy loads from other structural members framing into it. Sometimes girder trusses are single ply, but they are more typically multiple-ply trusses because of the magnitude of the load they need to carry. A
multi-ply truss is designed to be installed as an assembly of two or more individual
trusses fastened together to act as one. It should be noted that the code-referenced
standard ANSI/TPI 1-2007 National Design Standard for Metal Plate Connected
Wood Truss Construction2 developed by the Truss Plate Institute provides a limit to
the number of plies a multi-ply truss can have:

7.5.5.4 Nail Spacing. Nail spacing shall be the smaller of the
two determined from Sections 7.5.5.2 and 7.5.5.3, but in no case
shall the spacing exceed 12 in. on center. Nailing patterns shall
be specified on the Truss Design Drawing.

TPI 1-07 Section 7.5.2.4 Maximum Plies.
The maximum number of plies shall be five, if the structural members imposing a load are
attached to one side of the girder, or six, if the structural members imposing a load are
attached to both sides of the girder.

In 7.5.5.1, proprietary screws are an example of common
“other approved fasteners.” If you are using proprietary
screws, the screw manufacturer has recommendations in
their catalog on how to fasten plys together and also on any
related fastening needs. Typically, they allow the connections
to occur from one side, eliminating the need to flip the truss
to fasten the opposite side. In other words, the plies can be
stacked and then fastened from one side.

The specific ply-to-ply connections of multi-ply trusses are specified on the truss
design drawings. Depending on your market, the trusses are delivered to the jobsite pre-fastened by the component manufacturer or delivered singularly and the
fastening is done by the contractor at the jobsite. The following is a question we
recently received from a component manufacturer looking to begin pre-fastening
roof multi-ply girder trusses.

7.5.5.5 Bolt Spacing. Bolt spacing shall be the smaller of the
two determined from Sections 7.5.5.2 and 7.5.5.3, but in no case
shall the spacing exceed 24 in. on center unless the bolts are used
solely for reasons other than to carry loads addressed by Sections
7.5.5.2 and 7.5.5.3. Bolts shall have a diameter no less than ½ in.
and no greater than 1 in.

New SBCA Members
REGULAR MEMBERS
Aroostook Trusses Inc.
PO Box 548
Presque Isle, ME 04769-0548
207/768-5817
Mr. Gary Nelson
Best & Brady Components LLC
7852 Kabik Ct
Woodbine, MD 21797-9100
410/795-5858
Mr. Phil Martin
Caudill Truss and Metal
1479 Van Thompson Rd
Mount Sterling, KY 40353-9358
859/498-4978
Mr. Lee Caudill
Northwest Truss
Rt 1 Box 51
Goltry, OK 73739
580/496-2420
Mr. Gene C. Kuepfer

Pinnacle Building Innovations
58 Elliot Power Dr
Lexington, TN 38351
731/967-3435
Ms. Jennifer Buchanan
Swift Supply, Inc.
1450 Swift Mill Road
Atmore, AL 36502
251/368-8800
Ms. Page Swift
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Associated Structural Engineers, PLLC
182 Oklahoma Ave
New Braunfels, TX 78130
210/380-5674
Mr. David R. Willis, P.E.
Sponsor: Mr. Joel Torrez
Listing as of 5/18/10. For details about
SBCA membership, contact Anna
(608/310-6719 or astamm@qualtim.com)
or visit www.sbcindustry.com.

Lastly, the BCSI B9 Summary Sheet explains how to determine the proper number of plies, attachment methods, types
of fasteners and standards of fastener installation. It is a good
summary of the multi-ply girder information commonly available for the market. SBC
To pose a question for this column, call the SBCA technical department
at 608/274-4849 or email technicalqa@sbcmag.info.

Question
Do you have any information on assembling multi-ply truss girders together in a
manufacturing facility? We are looking to put together a training program for attaching plies and was wondering what resources are out there on properly fastening
multi-ply girders together.
The BCSI B9 Summary Sheet is a good summary
of the multi-ply girder information commonly available for the market.

Answer
There are a few sources of information on assembling multi-ply truss girders together regardless of whether it is in a manufacturing facility or at the jobsite.
ANSI/TPI 1-2007 Section 7.5.5 provides the following requirements:

❑S
 pecific ply-to-ply connections of multiply trusses are specified on truss design
drawings.

TPI 1-07 Section 7.5.5 Ply-to-Ply Connections.
7.5.5.1 Connection of Members. Girders with up to three plies shall be connected by
nailing, bolting, or other approved fasteners in accordance with an approved design criteria.
Girders with four or more plies, and having structural members imposing a load on one
side of the girder, shall be connected by bolting, a combination of nailing and bolting, or by
other approved fasteners. Either nails, bolts, or other approved fasteners shall be designed
to transmit 100 percent of the imposed load from one side; the values for more than one
type of approved fastener in the same connection shall not be combined. Webs in girders
of any number of plies shall be permitted to be joined with nails.

❑ T PI 1-2007 defines multi-ply girder
assembly requirements in section
7.5.5.1.

7.5.5.2 Design Load. Connections shall be designed to transmit load from ply to ply
in accordance with the ply-to-ply load distribution assumed in the design of the girder.
Connections shall be adequate to carry the cumulative load of the remaining plies.

❑P
 roprietary screw manufacturers will
have recommendations on how to fasten
plies together.

7.5.5.3 Design for Withdrawal Load. Connections between the individual plies of a

at a glance
❑M
 ultiple-ply truss girders can be assembled in manufacturing facilities or at the
jobsite.
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One-sided fastening
– it’s a cinch.

To learn more about the benefits of the
Simpson Strong-Tie® SDW screw, visit
www.strongtie.com or call (800) 999-5099.
The SDW is available this spring.

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/simpson.htm

www.tpinst.org/publication-tpi1.html
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The Strong-Drive® SDW structural wood
screw fastens multi-ply truss assemblies
and engineered-wood applications without
gapping or flipping heavy girders. The
thread design firmly cinches together
2, 3 and 4-ply trusses or 1 3⁄4" engineered
lumber from one side. Unlike typical hexstyle screws, the SDW features a large,
flush head which makes installing drywall
and connectors much simpler since the
head doesn’t protrude from the girder.
The deep head recess also reduces spinout
and makes driving faster and easier.

©2010 Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc. SDW10

Legal Edge

The Time to Implement Risk Management &
Liability Avoidance Procedures Is NOW

Implementing solid policy and
procedures and following industry
best practices are your best
defense against claims.

T

by Kent J. Pagel

he housing market collapse has many component manufacturers tooling up
on training, education and developing new company processes and procedures. I’ve heard from many of you that you have the time and are anxious to tackle
the return of housing better equipped, wiser and battle-ready. One area that manufacturers ought not overlook is improving on their best practices and liability avoidance
systems and procedures. We are in the midst of a highly litigious cycle! The downturn
has not deterred plaintiff lawyers filing lawsuits against component manufacturers; in
fact, they seem to be looking harder at component manufacturers than in past years.
We do not expect that fact to change as the housing economy returns.

SAPPHIRE is Collaborative

SAPPHIRE is 3-Dimensional
SAPPHIRE is built on a platform of
true 3-D objects, fully connected, and
operating as the heart of the suite.

SAPPHIRE lets you share 3-D ﬁles
with your customers to help your
team design, estimate, and build
accurately from a single, 3-D model
— improving communication and
the bottom line for both you and
your customers.

DO NOT let failed risk management and liability avoidance procedures impact your
company’s bottom line. Learn from what other manufacturers, both large and small,
have failed to do. Defined policies and procedures, if followed, will mean less loss
in terms of productivity and settlement payments and legal fees. What do I mean?
Here are some examples:

at a glance
❑U
 se a checklist to make sure you don’t
skip an important step in your risk management procedures.
❑D
 on’t reinvent the wheel—use the SCORE
program, BCMC and ORisk as tools to
develop best practices around.
❑E
 ffectively use attorneys, and be very
careful when agreeing to allow an insurance company to defend you.

•A
 component manufacturer who either did not receive or did not retain approved
truss design drawings and truss placement diagrams settled an otherwise defensible case for a mid-six figure amount.
• Not having terms either prepared or attached to a signed bid form was the reason
a manufacturer was not able to collect a high five figure purchase price from an
overzealous customer.
• Signing a one-sided customer subcontract form without review or negotiation was
the reason one manufacturer was called on to defend a lawsuit filed by an injured
worker against the component manufacturer’s customer even though the injured
worker did not allege wrongdoing on the part of the manufacturer.
• Not having an adequate jobsite package enabled an injured worker to testify in a
truss collapse case that he did not understand the do’s and don’ts of truss handling, installation and bracing.
• Not adequately preparing company executives for their depositions prompted a
plaintiff’s lawyer to target his case against the component manufacturer where
otherwise her case was targeted against the framing contractor.
• Not managing the transportation side of the business caused one component
manufacturer to pay for hauling done by a third party carrier twice. But no worries, the amount was only in the low five figures.
• Hiring an expert without adequate knowledge of truss design and manufacturing
practices forced a component manufacturer to settle at mediation because the
manufacturer was not prepared to refute the plaintiff expert’s opinions at trial.
• Ignoring an insurance company’s reservation of rights letter until after the jury
returned an adverse verdict caused one unsuspecting component manufacturer to
write a check for a low to middle six figure amount where the manufacturer was
led to believe the lawsuit was covered by insurance.
What can you do to avoid being in situations like these? Being proactive NOW is
the best advice I can give.
Start with a checklist. If each manufacturer had a crystal ball, risk management

SAPPHIRE is Integrated
SAPPHIRE uniﬁes your database
of materials and reporting that
drive the business process,
bringing the beneﬁts of true
integration — accuracy, speed
and workﬂow optimization.

Introducing the

SAPPHIRE is Conﬁgurable
and Expandable
SAPPHIRE easily ﬁts your
unique business needs today,
and allows changes that will
enable the growth of your
business into the future.

SAPPHIRE™ Suite

SAPPHIRE Begins Now.
With the release of the SAPPHIRE™ Structure and SAPPHIRE™ Viewer modules,
we are continuing to roll-out new SAPPHIRE functionality, previewing the entire
suite at BCMC in Charlotte. Visit www.mii.com/SAPPHIRE to learn more about the
SAPPHIRE modules and their value for your business.

Continued on page 12
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Legal Edge

Wall Panel
Opportunities
Come In Many
Sizes.

Continued from page 10

Whatever your opportunity, we can
custom-build the equipment that will
help you meet it. Whether it’s a 16’
sheathing station or a 70’ squaring table
like the one we recently shipped to a
Canadian plant. Custom equipment to fit
your circumstance provides manufacturing efficiencies to make your products
competitive. In tight markets where you
need to look at everything, the answers
will be in the small details that add up to
controlling your costs.
These machines were custom built to fit
each customer’s needs in their plants:
• Wall Framers
- Telescoping arms for
variable wall height
- No “step over”
mechanisms to trip
workers
- Pop up skate conveyors
for easy wall transfer
• Combination Table –
frame, square &
sheath in one table
- Telescoping arms for
variable wall height
- 2x4 or 2x6 wall capability
- Manual or optional powered tool bridge drive
• Single or Dual Tool Beam
Sheathing Bridges
- 2x4 or 2x6 capability
- Staple or nail options,
optional edge stitcher
- Manual or optional
powered tool bridge drive

95’

• Custom built 95 feet of expanded wall panel capability with Dual
Tool Beam and Dual Top & Bottom Nailers (builds up to 76’ wall)

An

Company

Wall Framing Made Simple
For Information

866.726.7587 or www.panplus.com
For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/panelsplus.htm

and liability avoidance policies and procedures could be created to target those risks,
claims and lawsuits that were approaching. UNFORTUNATELY, business will never
be that easy! Instead, manufacturers should start with a comprehensive checklist.
Whether preparing to fly a plane, conduct an audit or perform an intricate surgical procedure, even the most experienced professionals use checklists to make certain they
don’t omit an important step or detail. While mistakes in arranging an appropriate risk
management and liability avoidance program won’t result in disability or death, they
can be financially crippling. A checklist will enable your company to identify areas
of risk and what policies and procedures ought to be developed first. Ultimately, as
time permits, the checklist will serve as a table of contents or index to the many risk
management and liability avoidance procedures you have implemented.
Know the likely risks of your operations. Conduct an exhaustive analysis of
your company and use legal counsel familiar with industry risks as well as industry
best practices. There are many areas you will need to consider. Here are a few
examples:
•W
 ho are your customers—developers, large builders, custom builders, lumberyards, or framing subcontractors? This is a big factor in evaluating risk.
• Do you sell primarily residential or commercial? If you sell commercial, does this
include townhomes or condominium projects?
• Do your customers ask you to sign their one-sided form customer contracts?
• What is your intended scope of work and is it accurately stated at the time of bid,
signing of contract, through shop drawing approval, in your jobsite packages and
in the course of litigation?
• How do you bid and what type of bidding documentation is used?
• Have you developed an appropriate set of terms and conditions of sale and do you
go through a proper execution process at the time a sale closes?
• What is your policy regarding review and negotiation of customer contract forms?
• Do you install or hire installation subcontractors?
• How do you evaluate customer credit and do you comply with lien and bond
notice requirements?
• Do you have a formal design policy?
• What about a manufacturing QC process?
• Are you adequately managing in-plant liabilities?
• How do you manage your transportation risks?
• What past claims and lawsuits have you been involved in and how successfully
have these claims and lawsuits been handled?
• What type of insurance coverage is in place—and are you familiar with the
endorsements to your policy and what alternative endorsements are available?
• Do you need professional liability insurance protection?
• What about your company’s other contracts and leases that it signs?

Putting it all together. Below is a listing of topics (with comments, of course)
of various practices, processes or procedures that you ultimately ought to consider
implementing if you truly want to improve risk management and liability avoidance
for your company.
•M
 arketing—Review all company marketing/advertising material (this includes
your website) to make sure the promises and representations being made do not
go too far. The risk here is creating unnecessary liability.
• Bidding and Terms and Conditions of Sale—This is such an important topic that
we devoted 19 modules in ORisk to this topic. Many companies enrolled in ORisk
have gone the further step of asking our assistance in developing unique, company-specific bid and credit application forms as well as terms and conditions
of sale. In some instances, we have also assisted with creating procedures that
relate to preparing, negotiating and executing bids.
• Customer credit review and approval—It is surprising how few companies actually have formal policies in place with regard to credit review of new customers,
credit verification of existing customers and collection practices. Guaranty agreements are ignored, joint check agreements are overlooked, and securing project
information for lien and bond purposes is deemed unnecessary.
• Letters of Intent—What do you know about letters of intent and how do you
instruct your employees when receiving a letter of intent from a prospective customer? Do you assume you have a contract? What if the letter of intent refers to
a comprehensive customer contract form you have not received?
• Customer contract form review, negotiation and execution—Start with the SBC
article “7 Contract Provisions to Never, Ever Overlook” at www.sbcmag.info/
legal. Continue with a review of the Risk Transfer and Successfully Negotiating a
Customer Contract tracks in ORisk. Repeat both steps and have your employees
Continued on page 14

Innovative
Educational Sessions
Informational Workshops
in Exhibitor Booth Space
BCMC Build 2010
Component Manufacturer
Roundtables

The list goes on—but hopefully you are catching on.
Catch up—don’t reinvent the wheel. Education and training is a step prior to
the actual implementation of procedures. Commit to achieving one of the levels of
SCORE, which includes ORisk. Consider re-reading past Legal Edge articles published in SBC (they can be found online at www.sbcmag.info/legal). Attend BCMC
educational sessions that involve risk/industry best practices and don’t overlook the
semi-annual OQM Component Manufacturers Roundtable meetings. But if you are
committed to change and improve, education and training is great, but policies and
procedures need to be developed that go DEEP into your organization.

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/wts.htm.

Discover New Training &
Industry Applications

u Sept 29 - Oct 1
u charlOtte, nc

“What does BCMC mean to me? It means working together throughout the
structural building components industry as leaders to improve our industry
and everyone who is affected by it.” John Springen, Probuild New Richland, WA
For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/bcmc.htm
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Legal Edge
Continued from page 13
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	do the same. Finally sit down with legal counsel and consider how your company
will do a better job reviewing and negotiating the one-sided customer contract
forms you’re asked to sign.
• Customer Contract insurance requirements—Again ORisk can be a fertile area for
information—see the Insurance 101 and Risk Transfer tracks. However, as insurance coverages and endorsements change and as customers change the requirements they impose on their suppliers and subcontractors, it is important to keep
up with the changes—education and training are crucial.
• Installed Sales—For those manufacturers offering installed sales to their customers, start by reviewing “The Importance of Reviewing Customer Contracts When
Selling Turnkey” (www.sbcmag.info/legal). When hiring framing subcontractors
to undertake the work you have agreed to perform for your customer, these policies MUST be in place:
- Due diligence of your subcontractor—are they competent, credit-worthy,
insured, previous claims, etc.
- Adequate subcontract forms
- Adequate insurance for the subcontractor and any sub-subcontractors
- Adequate supervision and policies for addressing defective or untimely work
- A plan exists to manage the performance and claim risk that comes with the
business of installed sales.
• Jobsite packages—Step #1: Read the SBC article: “He Who Supplies the Jobsite
Package ‘Makes the Rules’ in Litigation” published in the June/July 2009 issue.
Consider purchasing the SBCA JOBSITE PACKAGES and deliver a package with
each product delivery. Make providing and documenting receipt of a jobsite package a policy or procedure within your company that is NEVER overlooked.

•D
 evelop an in-plant best practices polBUSINESS
icy document that addresses delivery
risk to the plant and delivery/transporPACKAGE
tation risk from the plant.
• QC—Quality Control is a very important
Logo Design: four logo designs to choose from!
risk management and liability avoidBusiness Card Design:
ance process. Understand why and
• Four single-sided designs OR
determine what best practices ought
• Two double-sided designs
to be implemented by your company
608/310-6723
Brochures Design:
to manage the risks of manufacturing
www.qualtim.com
One 8.5" x 11" tri- or bi-fold, full color ﬂyer
claims.
• Accident procedures and policies,
Website Design:
including fall down accidents on the
• 45 minute initial consultation
jobsite (claims handling in general)—
• Three custom concepts to choose from:
In my opinion, every company ought to
custom colors, menus and graphics
GREAT
have a formal procedure or policy for all
• Five pages
PACKAGE
claims and occurrences such as truss
RATE!
• Five email addresses
collapses and jobsite injuries involving
Call for details.
Get started today!
your products.
• Notices given to perfect liens and bond
For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/qualtim.htm
claims—Do you know what notices are
1006 Qualtim Ad.indd 1
5/19/2010 11:34:03 AM
and lawsuits—These can be complex in nature and often
required and the various deadlines to perfect lien and bond
overwhelming in the commitment of time and resources to
claims in those states in which you conduct business?
fully respond. I would bet there is a 99% chance that you
• Learn from past mistakes/claims—Develop procedures and
have handled or are handling construction defect lawsuits
policies that target mistakes of the past to make sure they
incorrectly!
never occur again.

Essential

Call today!

DO NOT let failed risk management and liability avoidance procedures impact
your company’s bottom line.... Defined policies and procedures, if followed, will
mean less loss in terms of productivity and settlement payments and legal fees.

IntelliBuild
From the designer...

PlantNet

Equipment
to the factory.

to the plant manager...

Intelligent Building Systems offers everything you need to design, track and build wall panels.
Our revolutionary IntelliBuild design software works hand in hand with
PlantNet production software to drive IBS equipment in your plant.
Communication throughout the entire manufacturing process has never been easier.

866-204-8046 www.intelbuildsys.com

Intelligent Building Systems
is a division of

ITW Building Components Group

•C
 ustomer close-out requirements, including warranties—
Develop a company-wide warranty for products and services you offer and understand the reasons for the language
contained in such warranties.
• Care and feeding of your insurance broker and underwriter—If you are not using an insurance broker who is
enrolled in the SBCA insurance partner program, at least
evaluate the best way to choose a broker and how to court
your underwriters.
• What to look for in your insurance policies and why—The
Insurance 101 track in ORisk is where you can start, but
you truly need to understand what types of coverages/
endorsements you have in comparison to what alternative
coverages/endorsements are available.
• Deal with your company’s professional/design liability exposure—Each company has varying risks of being
viewed as the project design professional. The SBC
article “Design Liability: Are Component Manufacturers
Adequately Protected by Insurance?” published in the
June/July 2007 issue is a great place to start to understand
these types of risk.
• Investigating and handling construction defect claims

Building Synergy • www.itwbcg.com

Corporate Office • 2820 N. Great Southwest Parkway • Grand Prairie, TX 75050 • 817.633.5100
For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/ibs.htm
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•R
 esponding to a customer complaint of mold—Do you
know how first to deal with mold issues in your bid or
contract? What about when you are first contacted by a
customer complaining of mold—do you know what to do
and what not to do?
• Review vendor contract terms and conditions and all
contract or lease provisions—You must make sure to properly allocate risks in all types of contracts your company
executes.
• Effectively use attorneys, including attorneys assigned to
defend you by your insurance companies—If you EVER
have your insurance company agree to defend you and yet
reserve its rights in some fashion, you are now on a slippery
slope unless you have hired your own counsel knowledgeable in your business or the industry to make sure you are
not left without coverage at the time the case should settle
or in the event of an adverse verdict. SBC
Kent Pagel, a Senior Shareholder for Pagel, Davis & Hill, a Professional
Corporation, is the author of the Legal Edge series. Kent and his firm
have served as national counsel for SBCA since 1994. He can be
reached via email at kpagel@pdhlaw.com. Also look for him to answer
your questions at the SBCA booth at BCMC 2010 in Charlotte, NC.
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•HOUSING
BUILDING UPON RELATIONSHIPS

NASCongress
by Sean D. Shields

Y

ou win some, you lose some, you wreck some.” No one would know better how to classify American car racing than Dale Earnhardt, a man who
won seventy-six races and seven championships during his career. Interestingly
enough, he could have just as easily been talking about what it has been like
being a lawmaker during the current 111th Congress. When the Structural
Building Components Association (SBCA) members visited their lawmakers last
month in Washington, DC, the overwhelming feedback they got was that their
elected officials are worn out.

Mike Karceski (Atlas Components) visited
Rep. Donald Manzullo’s (R-IL) office to discuss the Canadian softwood lumber dispute
and convinced him to sign on to a letter to
the Department of Commerce urging a proactive approach toward finding a long-term
solution. “This was an incredibly productive
meeting. Even though times are tough, I’m
very glad I took the time to come here to
DC,” said Karceski.

at a glance
10th

❑A
 t the
annual SBC Legislative
Conference, component manufacturers and industry suppliers traveled to Washington, DC and visited
with several members of Congress.
❑ T his year, they lobbied lawmakers to
address systemic problems related
to the housing finance system and
free up credit for builders.
❑ T hey also raised concerns about
labor issues like EFCA and immigration reform, as well as the detrimental impact cap and trade energy
legislation could have the SBC
industry.

More than one member of Congress exclaimed, “we’ve had our foot so hard on
the gas pedal over the past year and a half…we’re just exhausted.” From multiple economic stimulus bills to financing two wars to an overhaul of health care
to reforming the nation’s financial system, the current Congress has enacted a
lot of significant, and contentious, legislation. Truth be told, you could just as
easily use the analogy of a heavyweight prize fight in the twelfth round as a
grueling car race to describe the mood component manufacturers encountered
in the halls of the U.S. Capitol.
With mid-term elections looming in November, it was clear many lawmakers
were already looking forward to the campaign trail, particularly when majority
control of both the House of Representatives and the Senate are potentially up
for grabs. Within this environment, you might think that our industry’s concerns regarding housing, labor, energy, transportation and trade would either
fall on deaf ears or get swept aside till the next Congress convenes in 2011.

Structural Building Components (SBC) Industry Position
The SBC industry manufactures many products used in residential construction, and therefore plays an
important role in the promotion of home ownership and the growth of affordable housing. We believe it is
important that Congress continue to take steps to further reduce foreclosures, increase lending, strengthen
home ownership and, ultimately, restore housing as a cornerstone of our nation’s economic strength.
Financial Reform: U.S. Senators were just settling into debate on financial reform legislation
while SBCA members stopped in to visit them. Most of the legislation is focused on consumer
protections and making large financial institutions more accountable for their actions while further
restricting some of their lending practices. Unfortunately, one important aspect of the nation’s financial crisis was not addressed through this
bill: housing.
In talking to members of Congress about financial reform, SBCA members found that, in general, the Republican party was pushing inclusion of
reforms to the country’s housing finance system, specifically the government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) like Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and
the Federal Home Loan Bank System to ensure the flow of housing credit remains reliable and affordable. The Democratic leadership appeared
to favor putting this kind of reform in a separate bill focused on housing.
If a housing-only bill were created, component manufacturers and suppliers argued that a heavy emphasis should be placed on solutions that will
ensure responsible homeownership and help prevent foreclosures. In addition, they asked their lawmakers to support reforms that will improve
oversight of our country’s credit and mortgage lending institutions. The hope is that these kinds of reforms will help avoid the irresponsible lending and borrowing environment that contributed to the recent collapse of the housing market.
Green Building: In recent years, Congress has been taking steps to encourage more environmentally-sustainable construction methods.
For instance, many new federal office buildings and military construction projects have attained U.S. Green Building Council LEED certification.
However, this exclusive endorsement of LEED by the federal government has as much to do with how successfully LEED has built name recognition on Capitol Hill as it does with how beneficial their system is to the environment.
Participants advised their lawmakers that as green building programs become more prevalent, it is important for the marketplace to decide which
green building rating programs are most effective. Congressional efforts to impose mandates that give preference to one system over another will
only serve to stifle further improvements to this increasingly popular approach to rating sustainable construction.
As SBCA President Steven Spradlin’s column mentioned, one of the biggest problems with LEED for the structural building components industry
is the fact it only recognizes wood certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). This issue resonated strongly with lawmakers from the
southeastern states like Florida, Arkansas and North Carolina because FSC certified southern yellow pine is not currently locally available. This
total absence of a regional supply means that component manufacturers who produce only wood components are hindered, due to high lumber
costs given the restricted supply, from competitively bidding on many government and military construction projects.

Bottom Line to the Component Manufacturer (CM)
Both a finalized federal plan to restructure and support GSEs and a federal outline on reforms to the entire home lending system will restore much
needed confidence to lenders who, in turn, will free up more credit for builders.
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Out of the many meetings manufacturers and industry suppliers held with their
elected officials during the conference, some surprising details and promising
opportunities were uncovered. More importantly, relationships with powerful
people were forged and seeds were sown on important issues facing the structural building components industry. The following pages will walk you through
the positions taken by the SBCA on these issues, along with feedback conference participants got from their lawmaker(s).
The goal going forward is that Congress finds a way to adopt solutions on these
issues, either this year or next, that allow you to win and avoid the wreckage
that appears to be around the next turn!
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•LABOR

•TRADE

Structural Building Components (SBC) Industry Position

Structural Building Components (SBC) Industry Position

As the housing industry begins to recover, we expect that the SBC industry will need to begin hiring employees to meet the growing demand.
Our industry has significant concerns about providing adequate health insurance, preserving employees’ rights to a private vote regarding union
representation, and protecting employers from unfair hiring burdens due to an unworkable immigration system.

The SBC industry supports efforts to promote free trade. An unfortunate aspect of current U.S. trade policy is, in the two cases that affect our raw
material supply—steel and lumber, countervailing and anti-dumping duties have been imposed with no consideration of the adverse impact on us
as buyers of steel and lumber or on the overall housing market.

Private Ballots: As mentioned earlier, mid-term elections will be held in November to determine all 435 seats in the U.S. House of
Representatives and 32 seats in the U.S. Senate. Most national polls and media stories have Democrats worried about their ability to retain enough
of these seats to continue holding majorities in each chamber. This concern may be a powerful motivating factor for leadership in the House and
Senate when they look for ways to prove to their constituents they have been responsive to their needs.

Softwood Lumber: According to SBCA’s bi-annual financial performance survey, lumber, as a raw material, makes up 40 to 50 percent of
the cost of a manufactured structural building component. As you know all too well, U.S. softwood lumber producers alone cannot meet domestic
demand, and Canadian softwood lumber imports account for 30 percent of construction lumber used in the U.S. However, the importation of
lumber has been the sources of one of the longest-standing trade disputes between the U.S. and Canada.

One troubling piece of legislation touted by one of the Democrats’ largest constituencies, organized labor, is the Employee Free Choice Act
(EFCA). In concept, this measure would replace the current process of private ballot union representation elections with a system called “card
check,” which allows union organizers and their peers to publicly gather support for the creation of a union.

This trade is currently governed by a seven-year agreement. However, it appears this arrangement is already unraveling, and once this agreement
expires in 2013, there will once again be marketplace uncertainty if no enduring resolution is created in the meantime. Component manufacturers
and suppliers impressed upon their lawmakers that only a long-term solution will allow U.S. companies the ability to compete in their marketplaces on a fair and equitable basis.

SBCA members were quick to point out, some from personal experience, that this public process can also invite intimidation and threats in the
workplace as well as harassment because an employee’s decision for or against unionizing is public to everyone.
Most members of Congress have heard this concern from the employers in their districts since EFCA was introduced last year, and is the major
reason why it wasn’t quickly enacted. However, recent compromises on EFCA have centered on mandatory binding arbitration. Conference participants pointed out this approach is no better for business as it restricts the ability of employers and employees to negotiate mutually acceptable
employment terms.
While some lawmakers insisted EFCA was dead and will not come up for a vote again this session, our industry will have to remain vigilant in
monitoring other labor-related legislation, such as immigration reform, to ensure EFCA is not amended onto it at the last minute.

Bottom Line to the CM
EFCA legislation will have a detrimental effect on the relationship between employers and employees. Making union ballots public will erode
relationships between employees on opposite sides of the vote. Binding arbitration will eliminate any incentive for employers and employees to
reach a collective bargaining agreement.
Immigration: Conference attendees received mixed messages
on the possibility that Congress will still take up immigration reform
before they leave Washington, DC for its August recess. The problem
is that as the economy improves, the immigration rate is moving
upward once again. Attendees argued that now is the time to address
the broken immigration system, before immigration-related problems
get out of hand.

The VIKING

Combo-16
Framing & Sheathing on
ONE Platform

First, they stressed immigration system reforms should provide additional tools for employers that are easy to use to ensure compliance
with the law. Whether it is through the online E-Verify program or
something similar, employers should be able to quickly and reliably
find out if they can legally hire an applicant. Employers need clear
guidance and assistance from the federal government in recognizing
individuals who are not eligible to work in the U.S. before they are
hired, trained and put to work in the facility.

Modular:
16' long or
60' long: we can
build the length
you need!

• Manual Stops
• Stud Locators 16" and 24" o/c
• Manual Frame Nailing
• Quick Disconnect Air Fittings
for Hand Tools
• Automated Sheathing Nailing
- Simple to Use Controls
- Tilt Nailing
- High Load Coil Capacity
- Infinite o/c spacing
• Quick Change Tool Mounts
• 2x4, 2x6, and 2x8 capable
• Programmable for Under and
Overhung Sheathing

Wall Panel Solutions That
Fit Your Business Needs

Viking Wall Panel Systems
800.328.3402
www.vikingeng.com
info@vikingeng.com

For over 100 years
we’ve been protecting
businesses just
like yours.

Bottom Line to the CM
U.S. trade policy has directly harmed the SBC
industry by placing trade tariffs on imported foreign
steel and softwood lumber. These duties created
volatility in the marketplace and artificially increased
the cost of your raw materials. Through raising
awareness of the downstream harm some protectionist trade remedies have caused, our industry has
been effective at convincing members of Congress
to evaluate how U.S. trade policy is formed.

Steven Spradlin (Capital Structures) visited Rep. John
Boozman (R-AR), who is running for the Senate seat
currently held by Blanche Lincoln (D-AR). “Boozman
was very receptive to many of our industry’s issues,
and I was impressed by his commitment to help his
constituents,” remarked Spradlin.

Tomorrow
we’ll do
the same.
wood is all we do.

In addition, they urged Congress to provide additional pathways to
legal immigration, which will expand home purchases while ensuring U.S. employers can meet ongoing employment demands as the
nation’s economy improves.

For more information, please
contact the PLM Marketing
Department at 800.752.1895
or log on to www.plmins.com.

Bottom Line to the CM

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/viking.htm
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Fortunately, this argument was heard and
embraced by more than one lawmaker. SBCA
has drafted a letter urging the U.S. Department of
Commerce (DOC) to proactively pursue negotiations with the Canadian provincial governments
in order to find and agree to a long term softwood
lumber trade solution before the current agreement expires. We are currently working with
Congressional offices to have lawmakers sign
onto this letter to show their support before it is
sent to the DOC.

The current system places the burden on the employer to ascertain
whether a prospective employee is eligible to work in the U.S. With the
widespread availability of forged citizenship documentation, employers
many times have invested months of training in an employee before it
becomes evident they are in the country illegally. Through reforms to
the system, the federal government can provide a better process for
employers to verify an applicant’s eligibility.

Pennsylvania Lumbermens
Mutual Insurance Company
One Commerce Square
2005 Market Street, Suite 1200
Philadelphia, PA 19103

At PLM, we understand that you
need an insurance company with
property and casualty insurance
products and services that you
can trust.
For over 100 years,
our experts have
been providing
quality claims and risk
management services to
the lumber, woodworking
and building material
industries. Remember, “you get
what you pay for.” We understand
wood. We know your business...
because it’s our business too.
If you’re looking for quality
and value from your insurance
provider, give us a call.
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow...
grow knowing you’re covered.

John Smith

John K. Smith, CPCU
President and Chief Executive Officer
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•ENERGY

Steve Stroder (ProBuild) visited Rep. Steve Buyer’s (RIN) office during his first trip
to lobby Congress. At the
conclusion of the conference, Stroder commented,
“It’s evident that a lot is going on here, some of which
has a direct impact on our
business operations. This is
a valuable exercise I think all
component manufacturers
would benefit from participating in.”

Structural Building Component (SBC) Industry Position
In considering various proposals to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases to address
global climate change, find alternative energy sources and increase efficiency in energy
consumption and generation, the SBC industry believes Congress should review the
effect changes to energy policy will have on citizens’ free choice of where they can live
and work, affordable housing, and the quality and quantity of domestic jobs.
Residential Housing: While some attendees were visiting with the offices of
their U.S. Representatives, those lawmakers were in the Capitol debating the merits of the Home Star Energy Retrofit Act, a bill designed to spur demand for more
energy-efficient products. From that perspective, attendees explained that SBCs are
the most environmentally responsible framing method available, due to their use of
engineering, which allow homes and buildings to be designed to minimize material
consumption and maximize energy efficiency.

Joe Kannapell (MiTek Industries) visited Rep. Tom Periello (DVA), and ended up walking with him to the Capitol for a vote.
Kannapell explained, “We come here to learn and discuss the
issues that matter to our industry. Our lawmakers welcome
us into their offices, and through our participation we make
a real difference.”

The “Cash for Caulkers” bill, as it was dubbed in the media, will likely not have a
significant impact on component manufacturers, unless you have a strong remodeling
business. Fortunately, it approaches the challenge of improving home energy-efficiency
in a beneficial way for businesses, using tax incentives (read: carrot) instead of costprohibitive penalties (read: stick) to spur consumers to use in-plant manufactured energy-efficient products and materials in building construction.

Fuel Costs: Exactly one week after SCBA members visited their lawmakers, a new version of energy policy reform legislation was officially introduced by Senators John Kerry (D-MA) and Joe Lieberman (I-CT). “The American Power Act” contains over 1000 pages of proposed changes to the
nation’s energy policy, the most significant of which is the creation of a cap-and-trade program on carbon dioxide emissions. In theory, this program
places a threshold or cap on the amount of emissions allowed on an annual basis. Entities that produce carbon dioxide, such as power plants and
manufacturing companies, would purchase credits from the government allowing them to emit a certain amount of carbon dioxide. They can then buy
additional permits on an exchange market to produce additional CO2, or face the threat of a financial penalty. The problem is that it will hit the power
plants the hardest, which will lead to higher energy prices.
SBCA members warned their lawmakers that an energy policy shift that will result in higher and more volatile fuel and energy costs will likely
alter the make-up of construction projects due to rising transportation costs. In the long term, this move will result in a shift away from suburban
residential and commercial development, the lifeblood of the SBC industry. In the short term, higher fuel and energy costs will make homes more
costly to build and maintain, making it harder for the average American family to buy a home.
Conference participants encouraged their lawmakers to support measures that will increase our domestic supply of energy and encourage the development of and access to alternative fuels to provide relief from volatile fuel costs. The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico will likely make passage of any energy
reform difficult during the current session of Congress, but our industry will have to monitor this issue closely next year.

Bottom Line to the CM
Higher energy prices caused by a cap and
trade system will have a significant impact on
affordable housing, and will likely have a long
term impact on American’s ability to afford living outside densely populated urban centers.
Volatile energy and fuel costs will make it very
difficult for manufacturers to estimate operating
costs as well as accurate bid out contracts.
Schedule a plant tour with your legislator
during the summer recess. We can help!
Call Sean at 608/310-6728.

•TRANSPORTATION
Structural Building Components (SBC) Industry Position
The SBC industry relies heavily on the ability to receive raw materials
on a reliable basis and deliver their manufactured products to construction jobsites on time. Deteriorating infrastructure and heavy congestion
on our roads and rail lines severely hampers our ability to effectively
conduct business.

With almost all of the products manufactured by the SBC industry
transported from manufacturing to construction jobsites utilizing
commercial motor vehicles (CMVs), good and reliable road infrastructure is a key part of the business. Road congestion and the
deterioration of the quality of roads and bridges have made it more
and more difficult to deliver products when customers need them.
In addition, the current patchwork of road weight and cargo size limitations, coupled with numerous permitting requirements requiring significant paperwork, can make compliance for component manufacturers
very difficult and time consuming. Conference participants informed
their members of Congress when they consider transportation reauthorization, not only should the legislation include significant increased
road infrastructure funding, it should also include national mandates to
standardize the oversize and overweight permit issuing process.

Bottom Line to the CM

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/spc.htm
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Production Machinery Specialists Since 1963

New • Used • Refurbished • Reconditioned
Over 50,000 sq. ft. warehouse filled with equipment to meet your needs:
1 – ADT “FASTRAC”
Bridge Nailer
2 – ADT Wall Panel Lines
1 – Alpine 14’6” Finish Roller
4 – Alpine Model 725D Finish
Rollers(15’6”)
1 – Alpine Speed Roll TW
Floortruss Machine
1 – ASI FWA-500 Floor Web
Saw
5 – ASI Stretch Roller Bed
Trailers
1 – ASI Roller Bed Trailer
2 – Clary 329 Short Cutters II
1 – EMSI Model #305 20'
Lumber Conveyor
60 – Factory Wagons
1 – Jager TTS Auto Stacker
1 – Klaisler RolSplice Machine
2 – Klaisler G2450 Floor

Gantry w/Auto-Stackers
5 – Klaisler Powered Outfeed
Roller Systems
2 – Koskovich Auto-OMNI, 5
Heads with Ink Jet Printer
1 – Mango Tech “Wall
Extruder” 2006
30 – Material Handling Carts
(Steel)
2 – Monet B500 Component
Saws
2 – Pacific Automation Auto 8’s
2 – Pacific Automation 5
Strand Live Decks
4 – Pacific Automation AutoRoll 14TR Gantry Rollers
1 – Pacific Automation
Auto-Roll 14' capacity
2 – Pacific Automation 125'
J-Slot Gantry Lines

with Koskovich Jet-Set
Automation Hardware
1 – Pacific Automation Floor
Gantry w/Auto-Stacker
1 – Paslode Model CN70 Sub
Component Nailer
1 – Robbins Valley Set Shaper
1 – Robbins 7 Station Lumber
Carousel
1 – Speedcut MetraCut
w/Mango Automation
1 – Speedcut EWC Web Saw
1 – Spida Model CXTM R/A
Saw with Hain Measuring
System
1 – TCT Model 1150 w/ Mathews
Ink Jet System (2005)
1 – Weima Model 1300
“TIGER” Wood Grinder

1002 Buffalo Trail • Morristown, TN 37814

Office: (888)USE-WOOD (873-9663)
On September 30, 2009, the legislation that provided federal fundFax: (423)586-0483
ing for transportation projects across the nation expired. Since then,
info@masengills.com
Congress has passed supplemental funding bills to pay for projects
www.masengills.com
already underway and several emergency transportation projects.
However, the lack of a multi-year federal “transportation reauthoFor reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/masengill.htm
rization” bill has made long-term transportation planning virtually
impossible for most states. While many lawmakers expressed doubts
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that Congress will tackle this hefty task this year, SBCA members laid
We Need to Fight for Our Position
the groundwork for what will likely be contentious debate next year
Admittedly, while attendees talked about the issues and
as lawmakers try to decide which transportation priorities will be
problems facing their businesses and the SBC industry
addressed with taxpayer dollars.

The SBC industry relies heavily on transportation infrastructure,
whether it is for the delivery of raw materials via rail and road or for
timely delivery of their products to their customers. It is vital that
Congress allocate sufficient funds to roads and rails to ensure these
modes of transportation remain viable for conducting business.

Untitled-1 1

MASENGILL MACHINERY CO.

right now, Congress is not ready to act on some of these
issues. Perseverance is the most important thing our industry has learned through its grassroots advocacy efforts. In
summer 2000, a handful of component manufacturers traveled to DC to educate members of Congress about the softwood lumber trade dispute between the U.S. and Canada.
It took seven years of subsequent visits, long hours devoted
to relationship building, and a lot of sound arguments in
order to for us to have a voice and positively influence the
softwood lumber agreement currently in place.

As another example, our industry has been talking with
members of Congress and the White House about the
importance of immigration reform since 2005. It can be
a long, grueling race to the finish line where a bill finally
becomes a law; and just like in a car race, there is a lot
of hard work, preparation and jockeying that has to occur
in order to be situated well for the final lap. If you haven’t
participated yet in the process, now is the time to get
involved—the SBC industry needs your help educating lawmakers on these issues. Join in the “race” today, and help
us with the planning and quick decision making needed to
avoid the wreckage we see looming ahead. SBC
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Parting Shots
Share your stories and photos with us! Send
submissions to partingshots@sbcmag.info.

The Sacramento Habitat home featured as our May cover story
was handed over to new owner Francesca Flores on April 24. Just
a few weeks following the dedication ceremony, the final LEED
point total came in: A whopping 94 points! Just 80 were needed
for Platinum certification.

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/clark.htm

“In order to succeed, our customers need to know they can count on us to
provide what’s needed. Working with SBCA and becoming SCORE certified
proves we are committed to excellence.”
– Steve Kennedy, Engineer/Training Manager, Lumber Specialties

Despite achieving the highest level of LEED certification, the
newly-certified home does not contain any wood building components made with FSC certified products.

Set your company apart with SCORE’s certification program
that incorporates all of SBCA’s education and training
programs – helping you implement cost-effective industry
best practices. Learn more about options and how to get
started at www.sbcindustry.com/score.php.

SBCA member Homewood Truss (Loomis, CA) designed and built
the roof trusses for the job. Design manager Bryan Wagner said
his group is designing more and more raised heel trusses for
organizations like Habitat—a sign that green building is evolving.
Marketing manager Corey Magleby worked closely with building
designer Norm Scheel, SE, LEED AP HOMES. Magleby said,
“Norm brings great technical ability and is on the forefront of the
green building revolution.”
The education process on high efficiency homes won’t stop with
a green certification on their résumés. Habitat and Scheel plan to monitor the Platinum home for
at least a year. “We’ll be comparing it to another [Habitat home] that didn’t have all the advanced
framing we used in this one, comparing utility bills, and conducting infrared camera energy analysis,” said Scheel. SBC
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Buy/Sell Used Equipment

H.E. Simpson Lbr - Bo Maiuri - Sales Mgr.

Wanting to purchase used machinery? Looking to sell excess equipment? Wasserman &
Associates will offer the industry’s largest used
and reconditioned truss and wall panel equipment selection at the BCMC Show in Charlotte,
NC (Sept 29–Oct 1). Call us at 800/382-0329 or
visit www.wasserman-associates.com.

All Western Species: MSR/Studs/Webstock
800/366-9527 = Your Number for Lumber!

Structural Building Components Magazine

www.sbcmag.info

Your Ad Here
To make a space reservation for your classified ad, call Mindy at 608/310-6729 or email
mcaldwell@sbcmag.info.

SCORE Elite

ProBuild Manufacturing
Anchorage, AK
Big Lake, AK
Chugiak, AK
Kenai, AK
Phoenix, AZ
National City, CA
Visalia, CA
Dolores, CO
Longmont, CO
Lady Lake, FL
Milton, FL
Plant City, FL
Norcross, GA

www.probuild.com
Pooler, GA
Hawarden, IA
New Hampton, IA
Indianapolis, IN
Valley Center, KS
Dry Ridge, KY
Grand Rapids, MI
Wadena, MN
Albemarle, NC
Albuquerque, NM
Berlin, NJ
Kingston, NY
Delaware, OH

Clackamas, OR
Morrisville, PA
Mitchell, SD
Buda, TX
Carrollton, TX
Mercedes, TX
West Point, VA
Auburn, WA
Walla Walla, WA
West Richland WA
Spokane, WA
De Pere, WI

Shelter Systems Limited

www.sheltersystems.com • Westminster, MD

Sun State Components
of Nevada, Inc.

www.sunstatenv.com • North Las Vegas, NV

SCORE Leaders

Capital Structures
www.capstructures.com
Fort Smith, AR

Dakota Craft Truss
www.dakotacraft.com
Rapid City, SD

Lumber Specialties
www.lbrspec.com
Dyersville, IA
Story City, IA

Plum Building
Systems, LLC

www.plumbuildingsystemsinc.com
West Des Moines, IA

Truss Craft

www.trusscraft.com
Cheyenne, WY

SCORE Achievers
Latco Structural
Components
www.latcoinc.com
Lincoln, AR

Tri-County Truss, Inc.
www.tricountytruss.com
Burlington, WA

True House, Inc.
www.truehouse.com
Jacksonville, FL

Truss Systems, Inc.
www.trusssystemsinc.com
Oxford, GA

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/itw.htm

